Abstract. In recent years, much work in descriptive set theory has been focused on the Borel complexity of naturally occurring classification problems, in particular, the study of countable Borel equivalence relations and their structure under the quasi-order of Borel reducibility. Following the approach of Louveau and Rosendal for the study of analytic equivalence relations, we study countable Borel quasi-orders.
§1. Introduction. A countable Borel quasi-order Q is a quasi-order defined on a Polish space X (or more generally, a standard Borel space) such that Q is Borel when viewed as a subset of X 2 and for every x ∈ X, the set of predecessors of x, {y | y Q x}, is countable. There are several natural examples, such as ≤ T and ≤ 1 on 2 N , as well as the embeddability relation on the space G of finitely generated groups.
As in the case of Borel equivalence relations, we are largely interested in how countable Borel quasi-orders are related to each other under Borel reducibility. Definition 1.1. a) Suppose that Q is a Borel quasi-order on a Polish space X and Q ′ is a Borel quasi-order on a Polish space Y . We say that Q is Borel reducible to Q ′ , written Q ≤ B Q ′ , if there is a Borel function f : X → Y such that
b) A countable Borel quasi-order Q ′ is universal if for every countable Borel quasi-order Q, Q ≤ B Q ′ .
Borel reducibility is intended to capture the notion of the relative complexity of quasi-orders, so that if Q ≤ B Q ′ then we consider Q ′ to be more complicated than Q. A universal countable Borel quasi-order can then be thought of as a countable Borel quasi-order which is as complicated as possible. It was shown by Dougherty, Jackson, and Kechris in [3] that there is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation, and in [8] Louveau and Rosendal showed there is a universal analytic quasi-order. In section 2, using an analogue of the FeldmanMoore Theorem, we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.4. There is a universal countable Borel quasi-order.
Given a quasi-order Q on X, the corresponding equivalence relation E Q on X is defined by xE Q y ⇔ xQy ∧ yQx For example, Turing equivalence ≡ T is E ≤T . It is easily checked that if Q is a universal countable Borel quasi-order, then E Q is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation, and this provides another source of examples for such equivalence relations.
Much of this paper is dedicated to proving that various countable Borel quasiorders are universal. One universal countable Borel quasi-order in particular is used in several of these proofs. Recall that given a discrete space X, a subset T ⊆ X <N is said to be a tree on X if it is closed under initial segments.
Definition 1.2. Given a discrete space X, the quasi-order tree X on the space of trees on X is defined by
where
(Here u ⌢ v indicates the string u followed by v.) Theorem 3.5. This quasi-order is combinatorially simple and thus easy to work with. This makes it useful for establishing other quasi-orders are universal.
Our ultimate goal is to show the biembeddability relation for finitely generated groups is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. Although it may be possible to prove this only using results on countable Borel equivalence relations, the use of quasi-orders seems to be the most direct route to this result. We first use small cancellation methods from group theory to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Embeddability of countable groups is a universal analytic quasiorder.
The ideas developed in this proof are then used to reduce tree 2 to the embeddability relation for finitely generated groups. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Embeddability of finitely-generated groups is a universal countable Borel quasi-order.
Thus the embeddability structure of finitely-generated groups is a complicated as possible. We find as a corollary that the bi-embeddability relation for finitely-generated groups is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. This answers a question of Louveau and Rosendal in [8] . It was previously shown in [11] that the isomorphism relation for finitely-generated groups is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation, and so this result can be seen as saying the two relations have precisely the same complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we establish that there is a universal countable Borel quasi-order by proving a Feldman-Mooretype result relating countable Borel quasi-orders to Borel actions of countable monoids. In section 3, we show that To see that this is an action, let m, n ∈ M and f ∈ X M . Then (m · (n · f ))(s) = (n · f )(sm) = f (smn) = (mn · f )(s)
as desired.
Note that in the above definition, if M is a group, then X M is in fact an equivalence relation. In particular, 2 F2 is the universal countable Borel equivalence relation E ∞ . Proof. Let be a countable Borel quasi-order on a Polish space X. By Theorem 2.1, there is a countable monoid M such that is the quasi-order induced by a Borel action of M on X. Let f : M ω → M be a surjective homomorphism. Then we can define an action of M ω on X by
This action is Borel and also induces , and so without loss of generality we may assume that M = M ω .
Let {U i } i∈N be a sequence of Borel sets in X which separates points. Then we define φ : X → (2 N ) Mω by x → φ x , with
This map is Borel, and since the U i separate points, we see it is injective. Furthermore, if t ∈ M ω , then t · φ x = φ t·x . To see this, let s ∈ M ω , and i ∈ N. Then
Now suppose that x y. Then there exists m ∈ M ω such that x = m · y. It follows that φ x = φ m·y = m · φ y , and so φ x ω φ y . The same reasoning works in reverse, and hence φ x ω φ y implies that x y. Thus φ is a Borel reduction. ⊣ Thus there exists a universal countable Borel quasi-order. Next we wish to find universal countable Borel quasi-orders which are easier to work with. We proceed by a series of easily proven lemmas which are the analogues of propositions 1.4-1.8 in Dougherty, Jackson, and Kechris [3] . The proofs of most of them are virtually the same, and so we omit them here. 
M2
. Proof. We start by embedding M ω into M 2 in order to view it as a submonoid of M 2 . Let M ω = x 1 , x 2 , . . . and M 2 = a, b . We define our embedding by e → e and x n → ab n for all n ∈ N + . Next we note that if h ∈ M 2 , then we can canonically write h as a product h = h ′ g, with g ∈ M ω and h ′ ∈ M 2 \ M ω , possibly with g = e or h ′ = e, by finding the longest word in M ω at the end of h.
′ g is the canonical form of h. This function has the desirable property that multiplying an element h ∈ M 2 on the right by an element g ∈ M ω does not change the given length, i.e. L(h) = L(hg).
, and we should have that p is easier to work with than ω , as both the monoid and the space being acted on are simpler. Using 2 M2 , we will find another universal countable Borel quasi-order, this one of a more combinatorial nature. §3. A quasi-order on trees. In this section, we will reduce 2 M2 to tree 2 , the quasi-order on descriptive-set-theoretic trees from definition 1.2. This has the advantage of moving us away from working with monoids and towards more classical areas of mathematics. We must first make a few intermediate reductions.
Remark 3.2. Note that if we made a similar definition for a group M , then we would always have that B m = B, since in this case M m = M . So this definition is only interesting when dealing with a monoid.
If we identify P(M 2 ) with 2 M2 , then this quasi-order is the same as 2
. Writing it in this way brings out the fact that knowing a set A ∈ P(M 2 ) and that A 2 M2 B only gives partial information about B. This differs from E ∞ , the analogous equivalence relation, since knowing A ∈ P(F 2 ) and that A E ∞ B gives information about all of B.
Next, we modify this quasi-order slightly, in order to make it somewhat easier to work with.
As before, this definition is only interesting when working with a monoid.
Theorem 3.4.
Proof. Every nontrivial element w ∈ M 2 may be written as w = a n0 b m0 . . . a n k b m k , where n i , m j ∈ N, and only n 0 or m k may be 0. Definew = b m k a n k . . . b m0 a n0 , andē = e. Then the bijection f : that for a countable discrete space X, a tree on X is a (non-empty) collection of finite sequences of elements of X which is closed under initial segments. Let Λ(X) be the Borel set of infinite trees in T r(X), the Polish space of trees on X.
Note that if we have A, B ∈ P(M 2 ) and m ∈ M 2 such that mA = B m , and furthermore A, B are both trees on {a, b}, then m witnesses that A tree {a,b} B. If A or B is not a tree, then it does not make sense to compare them using tree {a,b} , but this is only a minor difficulty, as we will see in the next proof. Proof. We will create our Borel reduction in two parts. First we will define a Borel reduction from p 2 to tree 3 ↾ Λ(3). Given A ∈ P(M 2 ), we define the tree T A ∈ T r(3) as follows. We start with the complete binary tree 2 <N , and add to it the sequenceŵ ⌢ 2 iff w ∈ A, whereŵ is the sequence in 2 <N corresponding to the word w in M 2 . This set is closed under initial segments and so is a tree. Clearly it is infinite. Let T A be this collection of sequences.
Suppose that A p 2 B. Then there exists m ∈ M 2 such that mA = B m . First note that 2 <N is contained in both T A and (T B )m. Next suppose that w ∈ M 2 . Thenŵ
Conversely, suppose that T A = (T B ) α for some α ∈ 3 <ω . If α contains a 2, then (T B ) α is {∅} or ∅, since the only sequences in T B containing 2 are leaves of the tree. However, T A is infinite. So α ∈ 2 <ω , which means that there is a word
so wA = B w . Thus the map t : P(M 2 ) → T r(3) sending A to T A is a Borel reduction.
Next, we define a map C : T r(3) → T r(2) which when composed with t will be a Borel reduction from p 2 to tree 2 ↾ Λ(2). First we inductively define a map c : 3 <N → 2 <N . Let c(e) = e, c(0) = 00, c(1) = 01, and c(2) = 10. Now assume that c has been defined for all words of length ≤ n, and let w = x ⌢ u, where x ∈ {a, b, c} and u ∈ 3 <N has length n. Define c(w) = c(x) ⌢ c(u). Given T ∈ T r(3), apply c to the elements of T and close the resulting set under initial segments to get a tree C(T ) ∈ T r(2).
Suppose that t(A)
Hence C(t(A)) = C(t(B)) c(u) and thus C(t(A)) tree 2
C(t(B)
). Now suppose that C(t(A)) tree 2 C(t(B)), and so there exists w ∈ 2 <N such that C(t(A)) = C(t(B)) w . Suppose that w is not in the image of c. Then we either have C(t(B)) w = ∅, which is impossible, or w is an initial segment of odd length of something in the image of c. If w ends in a 0, then 100 ∈ C(t(B)) w , but this is not in C(t(A)). If w ends in a 1, then 00 / ∈ C(t(B)) w , but 00 ∈ C(t(A)). Thus w is in the image of c, say w = c(u). Then
Thus t(A) = t(B) u , and so t(A) tree 3 t(B). ⊣ §4. Universal quasi-orders from group theory. We have seen that E ∞ is the same as the quasi-order 2 F2 , and so our universal quasi-order 2 M2 is a natural generalization of E ∞ . At this point, we will turn our attention to other quasi-orders which can be seen as generalizations of E ∞ . The most obvious generalization is the quasi-order ⊆ F2,t
Replacing the ⊆ symbol on the right-hand side of the definition with the = symbol gives E ∞ . Unfortunately for our purposes, the above quasi-order is clearly not countable, and in fact has been shown to be a universal K σ quasiorder (see 
For any group G, let Ω(G) be the set of infinite subsets of G. In order to show that F2 t is a universal countable Borel quasi-order, we will reduce
Every tree on 2 is isomorphic to a tree T on {a, b}, and these can easily be identified with subsets of F 2 = a, b . If we take a subset T ⊂ F 2 corresponding to a tree and multiply it on the left by w −1 , then the positive words in w −1 T are precisely T w . Unfortunately, there is no natural way to pick out the positive words from w −1 T simply by intersecting it with other shifts of T , and so we instead will define a set based on T for which T w is easy to find simply by intersecting its shifts. In order to do this, we will look at subsets of F ∞ , the free group on countably many generators. We list the generators of
Using the two generators a, b we identify T with a subset of the group, to which we add the sets x w wT w for w ∈ T . Call this new set T ′ . Note that for all w ∈ T , w ⌢ T w is a subset of T , and so
w T ′ = wT w , since wT w is the set of positive words in x −1 w T ′ . We can then multiply by wT w by w −1 to find T w . However, the map sending T to T ′ is not a Borel reduction. Although we can now find T w by intersecting shifts of T ′ , T w maps to (T w ) ′ , so that is the set we need to find. The following proof addresses this issue.
Proof. We will construct the reduction in a few steps. We start with trees on {a, b}, which we then map to trees on {a, b, c, d} for technical reasons. Next we define a map f : {a, b, c, d} <N → P(F ∞ ), which will induce a map F : T r({a, b, c, d}) → P(F ∞ ). The composition of these two maps will be our reduction.
If T ∈ T r({a, b}), define
Similarly define t b (T ). These sets are elements of T which are "along the edge" of the tree, i.e. some immediate extension of these words is not in the tree. We define S : T r({a, b}) → T r({a, b, c, d}) by
Here S "outlines" the tree using the letters c and d. The following property of S will be important later.
Proof. It is easily seen that
Suppose w ∈ {a, b} <N \T . Then there is some initial segment of w ′ ⊂ w (possibly the empty string) and some x ∈ {a, b} such that w ′ ∈ t x (T ), i.e. w = w ′ ⌢ x ⌢ t, where w ′ ∈ T , w ′ ⌢ x / ∈ T , and t ∈ {a, b} <N . Then w ′ ⌢ y ∈ S(T ) for some y ∈ {c, d}, and so w ′ ⌢ y ∈ S(T ′ ). This is only possible if w ′ ⌢ x and all its extensions are not in T ′ , and in particular w / ∈ T ′ . ⊣ We list the generators of F ∞ as
e. every string in {a, b, c, d} <N (except the empty string) has a unique generator associated to it in addition to generators corresponding to the letters in our trees. The empty string in {a, b, c, d} <N and the identity element in F ∞ will both be written as e. This should not cause confusion, although both uses will appear close to each other. Finally, we recall that if A, B ∈ P(F ∞ ), then AB = {ab | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. We can now define f : {a, b, c, d}
The idea here is that every set f (w) contains elements which encode the relation of w to its initial segments. Then define F : T r({a, b, c, d}
There are a few helpful facts to record at this point. The simplest one is that w ∈ f (w), which follows by a simple induction. The others we record as lemmas. By a simple inductive argument we see that for all w ∈ {a, b, c, d} <N , Φ is constant on f (w) and equal to w. Thus the sets are disjoint. ⊣ Lemma 4.5. If a word starting with x w is in f (u), then w ⊂ u.
Proof. This follows from an straightforward induction on the length of u. ⊣ Lemma 4.6. If γ ∈ f (u) starts with x w w and u = w ⌢ t, then γ = x w wλ, with λ ∈ f (t).
Proof. If t = e, then γ = x w w. Otherwise, there must be some α, β such that u = α ⌢ β and γ ∈ f (α)f (β). We can then split γ into two words, γ = δλ, where δ starts with x w w and δ ∈ f (α), while λ ∈ f (β). By the previous lemma,
where S is the map defined in (4.1).
Lemma 4.7. For all w ∈ {a, b} <N and all nonempty T ∈ T r({a, b, c, d}),
Proof. First, we will show that
Every element of G(T ) is a positive word in the generators of F ∞ , so any word not starting with x w will be freely reduced in x w , and thus not be in G(T ). So we need only focus on the words that start with x w .
Suppose g ∈ f (u) ⊆ G(T ) and g = x w α for some α ∈ F ∞ . By our inductive definition, this implies g = x w wβ for some β ∈ F ∞ . By Lemma 4.5, we must have u = w ⌢ t for some t ∈ {a, b, c, d}
If g ∈ G(T w ), then there is some u ∈ S(T w ) such that g ∈ f (u). Then
. We know that e ∈ G(T ) (since T is nonempty), which means that each g i must be an inverse of an element in G(T ′ ), say g
, and in particular the intersection is nonempty, so t ↾ Ω(F 2 ) is a universal countable Borel quasi-order, and so F2 t is a universal countable Borel quasi-order.
Proof. Let φ : F ∞ → F 2 be an embedding. Then φ induces a map
If A, B ∈ Ω(F ∞ ) and there exist g 1 , . . . , g n ∈ F ∞ such that
Conversely, suppose that
If some h i is not in the image of φ, then h i Φ(B) is disjoint from any set in the image of Φ, and so the right hand side cannot equal the left hand side unless Φ(A) = ∅, which is impossible. This implies that every h i in ( * ) is in the image of φ. It follows that
The above proof shows that if G is any countable group containing F 2 as a subgroup, then
Let E c (G) denote the conjugacy equivalence relation on the standard Borel space Sg(G) of subgroups of G, i.e. for A, B ∈ Sg(G),
In [6] , Gao used a simple coding technique to prove the following result.
Theorem 4.10 (Gao). If G = K * H, where K has a nonabelian free subgroup and H is nontrivial cyclic, then E c (G) is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation.
In light of the relationship between E ∞ and F2 t , it is natural to consider the following countable Borel quasi-order: Definition 4.11. Let G be a countable group. Then G c is the countable Borel quasi-order on Sg(G) defined by
n . Let Γ(G) be the standard Borel space of infinite subgroups of G. Then the proof of the following result is a straightforward adaptation of Gao's argument in [6] .
Theorem 4.12. Suppose that G is a countable group containing a nonabelian free subgroup and that H is a nontrivial cyclic group. Then Proof. Let h ∈ H be a generator of H. We define the map K :
This map is Borel, so we need only check that it is a reduction from
We will make use of the observation that 
1 we find that
m . Thus x 2 = y 2 , and repeating this argument we find that x i = y i for 1 ≤ i ≤ min{n, m}. If for example m < n, then we would have the equation
n = e which is impossible. Similarly it cannot be that n < m. Thus m = n, and it follows that g ∈ K(A ∩ B).
Also note that if g ∈ G, then K(gA) = gK(A)g −1 . Thus
Suppose that A, B ∈ P(G) and that
Next, suppose that A, B ∈ P(G) and that K(A)
n . For each x ∈ A and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let w x,i ∈ K(B) be the element such that xhx −1 = γ i w x,i γ −1 i . Clearly for each i = 1, . . . , n the map x → w x,i is an injection. Note that xhx −1 is a reduced word in G * H. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we may assume that γ i is a reduced word in G * H, and that w x,i ∈ K(B) can be written as
. If we reduce this word, then we obtain that
where m j ∈ Z \ {0}, u j ∈ G and the product u 1 u 2 . . . u j ∈ B for 1 ≤ j ≤ t + 1. Furthermore, w x,i is never the trivial word.
implies that starting with the right-hand side, there is a cancellation procedure which eventually leads to the left-hand side. In any such procedure, there must be some occurrence of h in the righthand side which is never cancelled. We call this the preserved occurrence of h. Let ∆ i ⊆ A be the set of elements x ∈ A for which the preserved occurrence of h in some cancellation procedure is in the original expression for w x,i .
We claim that A \ ∆ i is finite for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If x ∈ A \ ∆ i , then the preserved occurrence of h is in either γ i or γ −1 i . Suppose that x 1 , x 2 ∈ A \ ∆ i are both words such that the preserved occurrence of h is in γ i . Then the preserved occurrence of h must be the first h in γ i , since γ i is assumed to be reduced. Thus γ i = khu for some k ∈ G, u ∈ G * H, and this gives us the two equations
As A is infinite, this implies that ∆ = ∩ 1≤i≤n ∆ i is infinite. If we fix some x 0 ∈ ∆, then for each i = 1, . . . , n, we can write
, and the displayed h is the preserved occurrence in some cancellation procedure. This implies that x 0 = γ i u i z i , and x
and so A = β 1 B ∩ . . . ∩ β n B, with each β i ∈ G. Thus A Finally, the proof of the following result is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Proposition 1 of Thomas-Velickovic [11] .
Corollary 4.14.
F2
c ↾ Γ(F 2 ) is a universal countable Borel quasi-order. Proof. Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is said to be malnormal if gHg −1 ∩H = {1} for all g ∈ G\H, and that F 3 can be embedded as a malnormal subgroup of F 2 . Arguing as in Corollary 4.8, we see this embedding induces a Borel reduction from
⊣ §5. Embeddability of countable groups. Our ultimate goal is to show that embeddability of finitely generated groups is a universal countable Borel quasi-order. The techniques we will use in the proof are easier to understand in the more general setting of arbitrary countable groups. With this in mind, we first turn our attention to the embeddability relation for countable groups, ⊑ Gp . By removing the restriction that the groups we work with should be finitely generated, we are allowed more freedom with regards to how we construct groups for our Borel reduction. At the same time, removing this restriction means that ⊑ Gp is an analytic quasi-order, rather than a countable Borel quasi-order. We will prove the following result.
Theorem 5.1. ⊑ Gp is a universal analytic quasi-order.
Corollary 5.2. The bi-embeddability relation for countable groups ≡ Gp is a universal analytic equivalence relation. This is in contrast with the isomorphism relation for countable groups ∼ =Gp, which is known to be universal among all analytic equivalence relations induced by a Borel action of S ∞ . (This is due to Mekler in [10] .) However, such equivalence relations are known not to be universal among all analytic equivalence relations.
Before we prove Theorem 5.1, we need to make a few definitions. We will write C for the set of countable graphs whose vertex set is N. By identifying each graph with its edge relation, we see that C is a closed subset of 2 N 2 and so is a Polish space.
In [8] , it was shown that ⊑ C is a universal analytic quasi-order. Thus to show that ⊑ Gp is universal, we need only show that ⊑ C Borel reduces to it. To do this, we will use small cancellation techniques to create groups that encode the edge relations of graphs. We recall the following definitions and theorems from small cancellation theory. (See Chapter V of [9] for a fuller treatment of small cancellation theory.) Definition 5.4. Let R be a subset of a free group F . We say R is symmetrized if every element of R is cyclically reduced and whenever r ∈ R, all cyclic permutations of r and r −1 are in R.
Theorem 5.5. [Theorem V.4.4 in [9] ] Let F be a free group. Let R be a symmetrized subset of F and N its normal closure. If R satisfies C ′ (λ) for some λ ≤ 1/6, then every non-trivial element w ∈ N contains a subword s of some r ∈ R with |s| > (1 − 3λ)|r| ≥ 1 2 |r|. Theorem 5.6. [Theorem V.10.1 in [9] ] Suppose that G = x 1 , x 2 , . . . | R is such that R is a symmetrized subset of x 1 , x 2 , . . . satisfying the C ′ (1/6) small cancellation condition. If w represents a word of finite order in G, then there is some r ∈ R of the form r = v n such that w is conjugate to a power of v.
Note that this implies that if furthermore w is cyclically reduced, then w is a cyclic permutation of some r ∈ R of the form r = v n . We will often refer to this consequence of Theorem 5.6. Now we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let T ∈ C and let v 0 , v 1 , . . . be an enumeration of the vertices of T . Then G T is defined to be the group with generators v 0 , v 1 , . . . and relators
∈ T Let R T be the symmetrization of the set of defining relations for G T . Note that if T is any graph, then R T satisfies the C ′ (1/6) condition. Now suppose that S, T ∈ C are such that S embeds into T , say via the map f . Then f extends to a group homomorphism from G S to G T , as it sends the relations of G S to relations of G T .
To see that f is an embedding, let α = v k1 i1 v k2 i2 . . . v kn in be a word in the generators of G S , so that
and suppose that f (α) = 1 in G T . Then by the C ′ (1/6) condition, f (α) must contain more than 1/2 of a relation in R T . Note that any such relation must involve only generators in the image of the graph embedding f : S → T . Suppose that f (α) contains more than half of a relation of the form f (v i ) ±7 . Since f is one-to-one, this cannot happen unless α already contained more than half of v ±7 i .
Suppose that f (α) contains more than 1/2 of the relation (f (v i )f (v j )) k , where the value of k depends on whether or not (f (
it must be the case that (v i v j ) k ∈ R S , and α already contained more than 1/2 of (v i v j ) k . Thus f (α) does not contain more than 1/2 of a relation in R T unless α contains more than 1/2 of the corresponding relation in R S . Since every nontrivial element in G S may be written as a word which does not contain more than 1/2 of a relation in R S , every nontrivial element in G S maps to a nontrivial element in G T . Thus if S embeds into T , then G S embeds into G T .
Conversely, suppose that θ : G S → G T is an embedding. Let v 0 , v 1 , . . . enumerate the vertices of S. By Theorem 5.6, after adjusting the embedding θ by an inner automorphism of G T if necessary, we may assume θ(v 0 ) = t k 0 for some k such that |k| < 7, where t 0 is some vertex of T , since θ(v 0 ) must have order 7. Let v j = v 0 be some vertex of S. Again by Theorem 5.6, we find that θ(v j ) = ut l j u −1 for some l such that |l| < 7, where u ∈ G T and t j is some vertex of T . Unfortunately we cannot eliminate u by an inner automorphism without possibly changing the value of θ(v 0 ). We may assume that u is freely reduced and does not start with any power of t 0 . To see this, note that if u began with t m 0 , then we would be able to follow θ by the inner automorphism corresponding to t m 0 without changing the value of θ(v 0 ). Thus θ(v 0 v j ) = t k 0 ut l j u −1 is cyclically reduced. Since v 0 v j is a torsion element, so is θ(v 0 v j ). By Theorem 5.6, θ(v 0 v j ) must be a cyclic permutation of some r ∈ R T . It immediately follows that u = 1, since no such words contain a mix of positive and negative powers.
From this we find that t 0 = t j , since otherwise θ(v 0 v j ) would have order 1 or 7, which is impossible since θ is an embedding and v 0 v j has order 11 or 13. Again, by Theorem 5.6, we find that t 
Let v m = v n be arbitrary vertices in S. Repeating the above argument with v 0 and v m , as well as v 0 and v n , we find there are inner automorphisms ψ 1 , ψ 2 of G T , corresponding to conjugating by suitable powers of t 0 , such that ψ 1 (θ(v m )) = t ±1 m and ψ 2 (θ(v n )) = t ±1 n , where t m = t 0 and t n = t 0 . A priori it may be the case that, for example,
has infinite order, which is impossible. Thus ψ 1 = ψ 2 , and so ψ 1 (θ(v m v n )) = t ±1 m t ±1 n , and the above argument shows t m = t n and that (v m , v n ) ∈ S ⇐⇒ (t m , t n ) ∈ T.
As v m and v n were arbitrary, the function g : S → T defined by g(v i ) = t i for all i ∈ N is an embedding. Thus ⊑ G ≤ B ⊑ Gp , which establishes the result. ⊣ §6. Embeddability of finitely generated groups. We now turn our attention to the embeddability relation for finitely generated groups.
Definition 6.1. Let G denote the Polish space of finitely generated groups. (See [2] .) If A, B ∈ G, then we write A em B if and only if there is a group embedding from A into B. We write ≡ em for the associated equivalence relation.
It can be seen that em is a countable Borel quasi-order, as any finitely generated group contains only countably many finitely generated subgroups. We will show that in fact it is universal by reducing tree 2 to em . Given a tree T ∈ T r(2), our general strategy is to define a finitely generated group G T with subgroups corresponding to the trees T w for w ∈ 2 <N . We will start with two generators and then add relations to this group according to the nodes present in T . As in the previous section, these additional relations will allow us to control the embeddings that exist between two of these groups and thus ensure that T → G T is a Borel reduction. Thus we will have shown:
Theorem 6.2. em is a universal countable Borel quasi-order.
In order to define the relations of G T , we first define the following two homomorphisms:
We also define f e to be the identity map. For any element w ∈ 2 <N , we define f w to be the corresponding composition of f 0 and f 1 , e.g. f 01 = f 0 • f 1 and
In other words, if we can write w as u ⌢ v, then f w = f u • f v . The associativity of function composition ensures that this is well-defined.
One basic property of these maps is that for all u ∈ 2 <N , the first letter of f u (a) is different for each a ∈ {x ±1 , y ±1 }, and the same is true for the last letter. This can be established through an easy induction on the length of u. If u = e, then this is immediate, and for u = 0 or u = 1, we quickly check that it holds. Now suppose that this is true for u. Then for i ∈ {0, 1}, consider f u ⌢ i (a) = f u (f i (a)). We have already seen that the first and last letters of f i (a) are different for each a. By assumption, f u takes the first and last letters of f i (a) to words with first With this established, a similar induction shows that every f u takes freely reduced words to freely reduced words. In fact, every f u takes cyclically reduced words to cyclically reduced words, since for a, b ∈ {x ±1 , y ±1 }, the first letter of f u (a) is the inverse of the last letter of f u (b) only if b = a −1 , by the uniqueness of the last letters.
If α ∈ F 2 , then for any w ∈ 2 <N , we can think of f w (α) as a word on Figure 3 . f 00 (x) nx after being cyclically permuted where hg = f w (a k ). By Lemma 6.3, we must have g = e or h = e. Suppose g = e.
(The h = e case is similar.) Then f w (β) = f w (α 2 α 1 a k ), and so again by Lemma 6.3, β = α 2 α 1 a k , which is a cyclic permutation of α. ⊣ Lemma 6.5. Let T ∈ T r(2). If R T denotes the symmetrization of the defining relations for G T , then R T satisfies the C ′ (1/8) small cancellation condition.
Proof. We only need to check the positive relations, since they satisfy the C ′ (1/8) condition iff their inverses do, and there is no overlap between a positive word and a negative word.
We begin with an easy case. Suppose that w ∈ 2 <N and consider f w (x) nx and f w (y) ny , where n x and n y denote the appropriate exponent, which depends on whether w ∈ T . As f w (x) and f w (y) do not start with the same letter, they do not have a common initial segment. We must also consider common initial segments of cyclic permutations of these two words, since we had to add the cyclic permutations of f w (x) nx and f w (y) ny to R T to make sure that it was symmetrized.
A picture of sorts helps in the analysis. Before any sort of cyclic permutation, the two words can naturally be seen as being split into f w -blocks. When a word is cyclically permuted a bit, the blocks at the beginning and end are truncated, as in figure 3. Now we cannot determine which word is a power of f w (x) and which is a power of f w (y) just by looking at the first letter of the words as before.
Let r 1 be a cyclic permutation of f w (x) nx and r 2 be a cyclic permutation of f w (y) ny and let M = min{|r 1 |, |r 2 |}. Suppose that r 1 = st 1 and r 2 = st 2 with s maximal. Permuting both r 1 and r 2 leftwards by < |f w (x)| letters, we get r * 1 and r * 2 , with r * 1 = f w (x) nx . If the f w -blocks in r * 2 also line up correctly, i.e. r * 2 = f w (y) ny , then we know that r * 1 and r * 2 disagree at their first letter. Thus
Suppose that r * 2 is not in alignment, i.e. it is not f w (y) ny . Then for r * 1 and r * 2 to agree for ≥ |f w (x)| letters, f w (x) must be a subword of f w (y) 2 containing letters from each copy of f w (y). But this is not possible, by Lemma 6.3. Thus r * 1 and r * 2 agree for < |f w (x)| letters if they are out of alignment and so |s| < 2|f w (x)| < 1 8 M . In fact, the same reasoning shows that two different cyclic permutations of f w (x) nx or of f w (y) ny also overlap for less than 1 8 M letters. Now we consider the case when w, v ∈ T are distinct and a, b ∈ {x, y}. Let r 1 be a cyclic permutation of (f w (a)) na and r 2 be a cyclic permutation of (f v (b)) n b , and let M = min{|r 1 |, |r 2 |}. If v = e and w = e, then we observe that no cyclic permutation of (f w (a)) na agrees with (f e (b)) n b = b n b for more than 6 letters, which is less than 1/8 of the length of either word. If w and v begin with different symbols, then one of r 1 and r 2 will be a cyclic permutation of a word in x 5 y and y 5 x, while the other will be a cyclic permutation of a word in x 2 yxyx and Then the biggest possible common initial segment between r 1 and r 2 is xyx 3 or yxy 3 , which is less than 1/8 of the length of either word. So we may assume that w and v start with the same symbols. Suppose that w = u ⌢ w ′ and v = u ⌢ v ′ , with u maximal. Taking our cue from the notation for the greatest common divisor, we will write this as u = (w, v). This should not cause confusion, as there are no ordered pairs (or greatest common divisors!) in what follows. Then up to some truncated bits at the beginning and end, r 1 and r 2 are both words in f u (x) and f u (y), and so we are in a situation very similar to our first case, except that now r 1 and r 2 contain a mix of f u (x)-and f u (y)-blocks, rather than just being conjugates of a power of one or the other. See figure 4 for a picture.
Suppose that r 1 and r 2 are both made up entirely of f u -blocks, i.e. there are no truncated f u -blocks at their beginning and end. Because f u (x) and f u (y) start with different letters, we see that if r 1 and r 2 agree on the beginning of a block, then they agree for the entire block. So the largest common initial segment s which r 1 and r 2 share is made up of entire f u -blocks. We have r 1 = f u (α), r 2 = f u (β), and s = f u (γ) with α, β, γ words in x and y, and so by Lemma 6.3, we find that γ is a common initial segment of α and β. Furthermore, r 1 = f u (α) is a cyclic permutation of f w (a na ) = f u (f w ′ (a na )), and so by Lemma 6.4, α is a cyclic permutation of f w ′ (a na ). Similarly, β is a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (b n b ). So γ is a common initial segment of a cyclic permutation of f w ′ (a na ) and a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (b n b ). This brings us back to the earlier cases. If w ′ and v ′ are both nontrivial words, then they start with different symbols, which implies that |γ| ≤ 5, and so s is made up of at most 5 f u -blocks. On the other hand, r 1 and r 2 are made up of at least 6 · min{|f w ′ (a na )|, |f v ′ (b n b )|} f u -blocks, and so |s| < This leaves only the out of alignment cases to deal with. As before, we may permute r 1 and r 2 leftwards by < |f u (x)| letters to get r * 1 and r * 2 , with r * 1 a product of f u -blocks. If r * 2 is not a product of f u -blocks, then Lemma 6.3 tells us that r * 1 and r * 2 agree for < |f u (x)| letters, and so r 1 and r 2 agree for < 2|f u (x)| letters, which is < 1/8 of the length of each word. If r * 2 is a product of f u -blocks, then we are in the previous case, and we have seen that either r * 1 = r * 2 or the corresponding common initial segment between them consists of at most 6 f ublocks. This implies that |s| < 7|f u (a)| < 
Proof. This is obvious if w = e, and so we may assume that w is nontrivial. It is easy to see that f w , viewed as a map from G T to G T ′ , is a homomorphism, since it will take defining relations in G T to defining relations in G T ′ . In more detail,
and similar equivalences hold for f v (x) 67 and f v (y) 71 . It remains to show that f w is an embedding.
We still need to show that nontrivial elements of G T do not map to the identity in G T ′ . As in the previous section, we will show that if α ∈ F 2 is such that f w (α) contains more than 1/2 of a relation in R T ′ , then α contains more than 1/2 of a relation in R T , which easily implies the result.
Suppose that α ∈ F 2 and that f w (α) = 1 in G T ′ . Then f w (α) contains more than half of a relation r ∈ R T ′ . We know that r is a cyclic permutation of some f v (a na ), where v ∈ 2 <N , a ∈ {x ±1 , y ±1 }, and n a ∈ {59, 61, 67, 71}. Let
, and r is a cyclic permutation of f u (f v ′ (a na )). By assumption, the subword of r that both words contain must be big enough to contain an entire f u -block. Thus Lemma 6.3 tells us that the f u -blocks of r and f w (α) must line up. The f u -blocks are uniquely identified by their first or last letters, so once f w (α) and r agree for part of an f u -block, they agree on the whole thing, unless r begins and ends with a truncated f u -block. In this case, cyclically permuting r until it is made up of f u -blocks will "complete" the f u -block at one end of r. This new word is also a relation which agrees with f w (α) for at least as long as r did, since either only one end of r was in f w (α) and cyclically permuting increases the length of the word the two agree on, or r was a subword of f w (α) and this cyclic permutation is also a subword of f w (α).
Thus we may assume that r = f u (ω) for some ω ∈ F 2 , and that r and f w (α) share a subword of the form f u (γ), where γ ∈ F 2 . By Lemma 6.4, we know that ω is a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (a na ). Then γ is a subword of a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (a na ) and a subword of f w ′ (α). If w ′ and v ′ are both nontrivial, then they begin with different symbols, and so |γ| ≤ 5. But then
which is a contradiction. If v ′ = e but w ′ = e, then virtually the same inequalities hold since f ′ w (α) does not contain any letter to a power greater than 6, and again we get a contradiction. Thus w ′ = e, meaning w = u, and so α contains > 1/2 of a cyclic permutation of
⊣ The proof of the converse of Lemma 6.6 will depend on the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.7. Suppose α, β ∈ F 2 are cyclically reduced, and w, v ∈ 2 <N . If r 1 is a cyclic permutation of f w (α) and r 2 is both a cyclic permutation of f v (β) and a subword of r 1 , then v ⊂ w or w ⊂ v.
Moreover, if w = v ⌢ w ′ then a cyclic permutation of f w ′ (α) contains a cyclic permutation of β, and if v = w ⌢ v ′ , then a cyclic permutation of α contains a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (β).
Proof. The result is trivial if w = e or v = e, so we may assume that w and v are nontrivial. Let u = (w, v), with w = u ⌢ w ′ and v = u ⌢ v ′ . If u = e, then w and v begin with different symbols, which is impossible, since |r 1 |, |r 2 | > 5, the length of the longest possible agreement between r 1 and r 2 . So u is nontrivial, and r 1 is a cyclic permutation of f u (f w ′ (α)), while r 2 is a cyclic permutation of f u (f v ′ (β)). The f u -blocks of each word must line up, by Lemma 6.3. Further, since r 2 is a subword of r 1 , any truncated bits of f u -blocks at the ends of r 2 are duplicated in r 1 . So we can permute r 1 and r 2 the same amount to get r * 1 = f u (γ) and r * 2 = f u (ω), words composed entirely of f u -blocks, with r * 2 contained in r * 1 . By Lemma 6.4, we know γ is a cyclic permutation of f w ′ (α) and ω is a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (β), and that ω is a subword of γ.
If w ′ and v ′ are nontrivial, then they start with different symbols, and as above we reach a contradiction. Thus either w ′ = e, and so w ⊂ v and a cyclic permutation of α contains a cyclic permutation of f v ′ (β), or v ′ = e, so v ⊂ w and a cyclic permutation of f w ′ (α) contains a cyclic permutation of β. ⊣ Lemma 6.8. Suppose that t, u, v ∈ 2 <N , and some cyclic permutation of f t (x k ) is a product of a cyclic permutation of f u (x l ) and a cyclic permutation of f v (y m ),
Proof. By Lemma 6.7, either t ⊂ u or u ⊂ t. If t ⊂ u and u = t ⌢ u ′ , then by the previous lemma, we find that a cyclic permutation of x k contains a cyclic permutation of f u ′ (x l ). This is impossible unless u ′ = e. So we may assume that u ⊂ t and t = u ⌢ t ′ . Similarly we find that v ⊂ t and
Suppose that u ⊂ v and v = u ⌢ v ′ . We know that the f u -blocks in f u (x l ) and f u (f v ′ (y m )) must line up with those in f t (x k ). This means in particular that a truncated f u -block at the end of the cyclic permutation of f u (x l ) must be completed by a truncated f u -block at the beginning of the cyclic permutation of f u (f v ′ (y m )), and vice versa. So we can assume that the cyclic permutations we are considering are made up of complete f u -blocks. Then by Lemma 6.3 we obtain that a cyclic permutation of f t ′ (x k ) is a product of x l and a cyclic permutation of It is not possible for a truncated f u (x)-block to be completed by a truncated f u (y)-block, or vice versa, and so we must have that the cyclic permutation of f t (x k ) we started with is either
. This can only happen if t ′ = 0 and k, l, m are as in the statement of the lemma, since if t ′ = e then x k contains no occurrences of y, and if t ′ = 0 is nontrivial then f t ′ (x k ) must contain at least two distinct blocks of x's and y's.
⊣
We now take up the converse of Lemma 6.6, which will complete the proof of Theorem 6.2.
Proof. Suppose that θ : G T → G T ′ is a monomorphism. Our main goal is to prove that θ must actually be f w for some w ∈ 2 <N , up to an inner automorphism of G T ′ . Once we know this, it is easy to recover the relations in each group, and thus to show that T = T ′ w . Since x = f e (x), x has some finite order n x in G T . Then θ(x) has order n x , and so by Theorem 5.6, θ(x) must be conjugate to a power of some f w (x), where w ∈ T ′ ⇔ e ∈ T . If we follow θ by an inner automorphism of G T ′ , we may assume that θ(x) = (f w (x)) δ for some nonzero integer δ. Similarly, θ(y) is conjugate to a power of some f v (y) with v ∈ T ′ ⇔ e ∈ T . We find that θ(y) = u(f v (y)) γ u −1 . We can assume that u does not contain more than half of an element of R T ′ . We may also follow θ by the inner automorphism corresponding to f w (x) as necessary to ensure that u does not begin with a power of f w (x), and this will not change the value of θ(x). After freely reducing we get that θ(y) = u ′ ru ′ −1 , where r is a cyclic permutation of (f v (y)) γ . To see this, suppose that u = αβ −1 , where (f v (y)) γ = βµ and β is the longest subword of u for which this is true. Then u(f v (y)) γ u −1 = αβ −1 βµβα −1 = αµβα −1 . Then u ′ = α and r = µβ. A similar argument works if (f v (y)) γ cancels with u −1 . For example, if we had θ(y) = xy −1 f 0 (y)yx −1 = xy −1 (y 5 x)yx −1 , then after freely reducing we would find θ(y) = xy 4 xyx −1 = xrx −1 , where r = y 4 xy. We now proceed much as in the proof of 5.1. Let m x be the order of f 0 (x) in G T . Since θ is an embedding, it must take f 0 (x) to a torsion element of order m x . We know that
where |δ ′ | < ⌊ nx 2 ⌋. Note that, as written, this word may not be freely reduced, so we can not necessarily use Theorem 5.5 yet. Let z = θ(f 0 (x)).
Suppose that z is cyclically reduced as written and that u ′ = 1. Then z is a cyclically reduced word with finite order in G T ′ which contains a mixture of positive and negative letters, which is impossible by Theorem 5.6, since the words in R T ′ are either entirely positive or entirely negative. So either u ′ = 1 or else z is not cyclically reduced.
First suppose that u ′ = 1, so that z = (f w (x)) δ ′ r. If δ ′ and γ have the same sign, then z is cyclically reduced as written. By Theorem 5.6, z is a cyclic permutation of some f t (x k ), and so by Lemma 6.8, θ(x) = f w (x) ±1 and θ(y) = f w (y)
±1 . Suppose that δ ′ and γ have opposite signs. There is a (possibly trivial) inner automorphism ψ such that ψ(z) = sr ′ , where s is a cyclic permutation of f w (x) δ ′ , and r ′ is a cyclic permutation of f v (y) γ , and freely reducing sr ′ will leave a cyclically reduced word. Let ψ(z) = z ′ with z ′ the result of freely reducin sr ′ . Since z ′ is a torsion element, it must be a cyclic permutation of some f t (x k ), and so its letters must all have the same sign.
Suppose z ′ and s have letters of the same sign. Then z ′ r ′ −1 is cyclically reduced and so we have a cyclic permutation of f w (x) δ ′ written as a product of a cyclic permutation of f t (x) k and a cyclic permutation of f v (y) γ . By Lemma 6.8, we get that θ(
. Both of these are torsion elements, but xy is not a torsion element in G T , which contradicts the fact that θ is an embedding. So suppose that z ′ and r ′ have letters of the same sign. Then z ′ s −1 is cyclically reduced and so we have a cyclic permutation of f v (y) γ written as a product of a cyclic permutation of f t (x) k and a cyclic permutation of f w (x) δ ′ . Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 6.8, we find that w = t and that w ⊂ v.
We still must address the case where u ′ = 1 and z is not cyclically reduced. This can happen for two reasons. It may be that u ′ and f w (x) begin in the same way. We know that u ′ does not begin with an entire copy of f w (x), and we have assumed that u ′ does not further cancel with r, so there is an inner automorphism ψ such that ψ(θ(f 0 (x))) = su ′′ ru ′′ −1 , a cyclically reduced word with s a cyclic permutation of (f w (x)) δ ′ . If u ′′ = 1, then ψ(θ(f 0 (x)) contains positive and negative letters, and we have already seen that this is impossible. Thus we must have that ψ(θ(f 0 (x))) = sr, and as before we see that ψ(θ(x)) = f w (x) ±1 and ψ(θ(y)) = f w (y) ±1 . The other possibility is that u ′ cancels with the end of f w (x). It cannot cancel with the whole of f w (x), and so again after following θ by an appropriate inner automorphism ψ we get that ψ(θ(f 0 (x))) = su ′′ ru ′′ −1 , a cyclically reduced word with s a cyclic permutation of (f w (x)) δ ′ . This case is treated exactly as in the previous paragraph.
So we have shown that, up to an inner automorphism, θ(x) = f w (x) ±1 and θ(y) = f w (y) ±1 with the signs matching. If θ(x) = f w (x) and θ(y) = f w (y), then θ = f w , and hence
w , as desired. Thus it only remains is to eliminate the undesirable case when θ(x) = f w (x −1 ) and θ(y) = f w (y −1 ). In this case we have that
We will show this is not a torsion element in G T ′ . Since f 00 (x) is a torsion element in G T , this implies that θ is not a homomorphism, which is a contradiction. Let α = xy 5 yx 5 yx 5 yx 5 yx 5 yx 5 . It is easy to see that f 00 (x) is the only torsion element that has length 36 and that contains 26 xs. However, α is not a cyclic permutation of f 00 (x). It follows that f w (α) (and hence θ(f 00 (x))) is not a torsion element, since otherwise it would have to be a cyclic permutation of some f t (x k ) with t ∈ T ′ . Thus by Lemma 6.7, either w ⊂ t or t ⊂ w. Suppose that w ⊂ t and t = w ⌢ t ′ . Then α must be a cyclic permutation of f t ′ (x k ), which we have already seen is impossible. If t ⊂ w and w = t ⌢ w ′ , then x k must be a cyclic permutation of f w ′ (α), which is also impossible. Thus we reach a contradiction, eliminating the final undesirable case. ⊣ Proof of Theorem 6.2. Lemmas 6.6 and 6.9 establish that the map T → G T is a Borel reduction from tree 2 to em . ⊣ Corollary 6.10. ≡ em is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation.
It may have been possible to prove this corollary without any reference to quasi-orders, by reducing some known universal countable Borel equivalence relation to ≡ em . However, it seems that the most natural and direct route to this result is through Theorem 6.2. A closer look at the above proof also leads to the following result, which tells us that the bi-embeddability relation on the groups constructed above is much more complicated than the isomorphism relation on these groups. Corollary 6.11. With the above notation, G T ∼ = G S ⇔ T = S.
Proof. One direction is trivial. For the other, suppose that T, S ∈ T r(2) are such that G T ∼ = G S , via φ : G T → G S . Then in particular φ is an embedding, and by the proof of Lemma 6.9, there exists w ∈ 2 <N such that T = S w . Furthermore, after adjusting by an inner automorphism of G S if necessary, we can suppose that φ = f w . We will show that if w = e, then f w : G T → G S is not surjective. Hence w = e and G T = G S .
Suppose that w ∈ 2 <N is nontrivial and that f w : G T → G S is surjective. Then there is some word α ∈ F 2 , which we may assume does not contain more than 1/2 of a relation in R T , such that f w (α) = x in G S , where x is one of the generators of G S . This means that f w (α)x −1 = 1 in G S . By the proof of Lemma 6.6, we know that f w (α) does not contain more than 1/2 of a relation in G S . By Theorem 5.5, for f w (α)x −1 to represent the identity in G S , it must contain more than (1 − 3/8) = 5/8 of a relation in R T . But f w (α)x −1 has at most one more letter in common with a relation than f w (α) does. Since f w (α) contains less than 1/2 of a relation in R T , f w (α)x −1 contains less than 5/8 of a relation in R T . This is a contradiction.
⊣ §7. Quasi-orders that symmetrize to universal countable Borel equivalence relations. We have seen that symmetrizing universal countable Borel quasi-orders produces universal countable Borel equivalence relations. It would be desirable to be able to strengthen this and say that symmetrizing a nonuniversal countable Borel quasi-order produces a non-universal countable Borel equivalence relation. However, it is easy to see that this is not the case. Let E be a universal countable Borel equivalence relation. Then E is not universal as a quasi-order, as symmetry is preserved downwards under ≤ B , but obviously E symmetrizes to a universal equivalence relation, i.e. E itself.
If this were the extent of the phenomenon, then it would still be possible to use negative results about the universality of a given countable Borel quasi-order in order to prove negative results about the universality of its associated equivalence relation, so long as the quasi-order was asymmetric somewhere. Unfortunately, things are as bad as they could be.
Theorem 7.1. There are 2 ℵ0 countable Borel quasi-orders Q, distinct up to Borel bireducibility, for which E Q is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation.
Proof. Recall that Adams and Kechris showed in [1] that there are 2 ℵ0 countable Borel equivalence relations up to Borel bireducibility. The equivalence relations they produced are all defined on different spaces; we will write X E for the space on which E is defined. Further, these equivalence relations have all equivalence classes of size at least 2, a minor technical point that will be used later.
Given a countable Borel equivalence relation E on a standard Borel space X with a Borel linear order ≤, define E(≤) to be E ∩ ≤. We see that E(≤) is an asymmetric countable Borel quasi-order, unless E is just equality on X, written ∆(X). Note that E(≤) ≤ B F (≤) =⇒ E ≤ B F and so if E(≤) and F (≤) are Borel bireducible, then so are E and F . Thus by the result of Adams and Kechris we find that there are 2 ℵ0 quasi-orders of the form E(≤) up to Borel bireducibility. Now we define the family of quasi-orders {E(≤) ∨ E ∞ }, where E ranges over the equivalence relations from the proof of Adams and Kechris and ∨ denotes the disjoint union of two equivalence relations. Now suppose that
Then E(≤) ≤ B F (≤), since E(≤) is completely asymmetric, and so any two E(≤)-comparable elements in X E must map to X F . Since the equivalence classes of E are all of size at least 2, every element of X E is E(≤)-comparable with some other element of X E , and so every element of X E is mapped to X F .
Thus there are 2 ℵ0 countable Borel quasi-orders of the form E(≤) ∨ E ∞ . Each of these symmetrizes to ∆(X E ) ∨ E ∞ , which is universal. ⊣ Most of the reducibilities from computability theory, such as Turing reducibility ≤ T or 1-reducibility ≤ 1 , are countable Borel quasi-orders. The equivalence relations associated with them have been the subject of a great deal of work in descriptive set theory; for example, see [4] . It remains open whether ≡ T or ≡ 1 are universal countable Borel equivalence relations. Thus the following question naturally arises.
Open Problem. Are any of ≤ 1 , ≤ T , etc. universal countable Borel quasiorders?
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